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Hostile Borders on Historical Landscapes: 

The Placeless Place of Andamanese 

Culture 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper is an analysis of meanings attributed to contacts between Jarwas and 

non-Jarwas in the Andaman Islands. Unlike other Andaman tribal groups, the 

J~as are confined to a government-designated area of765 square kilometres of 

forest reserve, which is only a fraction of their form·er tribal land. Since early 

colonial occupation, government parties have sought out Jarwas on the west 

coast of the island they inhabit, bringing them gifts to try to establish friendly 

relations. On the eastern side of Jarwa territory, on the other hand, the Jarwas 

raid settlements and occasionally kill settlers and police who venture into their 
• territory. 

The paper addresses the issue of how the contact event on the eastern side 

is different in Jarwa eyes from what occurs on the western sid~e. The boundaries 

are given meanings by the various outsiders and the Jarwas, and these meanings 

ar~e not fixed. Although con tact events are in tended to establish 'friendly' rela

tions with 'hostile' )arwas, no true relationship of trust and understanding has 

yet been established. This underlines the fact that meanings are bound by cul

tural, political and historical contexts. 

Introduction 

This paper is based on my ethnographic field research in the Andaman Islands 

over the past 15 years. While some knowledge of the tribal group known as the 

Jarwas is derived from historical accounts1 and administrative directives,2 much 

of what is known about the 'hostile' and 'isolated' Jarwas and Sentinelese is derived 

from what are known in official documents as "contact expeditions".3 
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Although I had been working in the Andamans since 1983, it was not until 

1993 that the local Andaman administration allowed me to participate in a se

ries of these expeditions. While I was restricted by various conditions and dic

tates, I was permitted to be involved in con tact expeditions to the west coast, 

visiting the reserve forest area, and having opportunities to talk with non-tribal 

people living in close proximity to the 'hostile' tribals.4 

This paper is an analysis based on observations made when I joined con

tact expeditions to the west coast, as well as when I visited the eastern side of 

Jarwa territory. In it I compare present-day contacts on the west coast to histori

cal accounts of such contacts. I also analyse contacts between Jarwa and non

Jarwa on the eastern side. Whereas 'friendly contact' has occurred most frequently 

on the west coast through specific interactive contact events, its meaning has 

become undecipherable when considered in relation to the events on the eastern 

side, where Jarwas come out of their assigned reserve forest and make contact 

with non-tribal settlers in a manner that is glossed by the administration as 'hos

tile'. 

In the paper I question the accepted interpretations of cultural and histori

cal notions of boundaries, the meanings of contact events, and the historical 

changes to these meanings that have occurred. In questioning what makes a 

contact friendly or hostile I attempt to take the perspective, not of one side or 

the other, but of 'sitting on the fence'. Do the boundaries really exist within 

which the contacts are occurring? 

Reading early accounts and listening to people involved in both friendly 

and hostile contacts is akin to sitting in a barber's chair. There, discourse and 

gaze exchanged between the mirrors in front of you and behind you endlessly 

reflect one another and collapse the distinctions between real and reflected place. 

It is this concept of 'placeless place' with which I am concerned. What can be 

learned from a group regarded as hostile and controlled so as to ensure mini

mum contact with others? Are the Jarwas really hostile, and in a world that is 

isolated and separate? If we use cultural and historical categories5 to understand 

the world that outsiders insist is separate, what lies behind the attributed hostil

ity, the constructed isolation and the imposed separation.? Do moments of con

tact between tribal and non-tribal create a notion of boundary, making histori

cally constructed boundaries redundant? 

Most of the verbal/linguistic categories in events of contact remain 

untranslated and misunderstood,6 but the actions of tribal and non-tribal par

ticipants, particularly in conjunction with observations made by those involved 

with contact, construct a space within which relations of contact are 'culturally 

translated'. 

2 
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Issues of I andscape and Jarwa Place 

A cluster of 306 islands in the Bay of Bengal make up India's union territory of 

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. From 1858 the islands had an historic 

significance because of their strategic location for the British empire within South 

and Southeast Asia. Some 450 hunting and gathering negrito tribes of the 

Andaman Islands make up about 0.32o/o of the total population.
7 

Beyond the 

boundary of Port Blair, the administrative seat, lies forest that has been steadily 

cleared for small homes and cultivation. The possibility of exploiting this land 

attracts an increasing number of people, mainly from poorer parts of south and 

eastern India, who encroach upon it, often illegally, bypassing the administrative 

regulations through loopholes created by political uncertainties. Can the influx 

be controlled? Should it be stopped? These are some of the concerns of the people 

on the island. Embedded within the range of voices and opinions is the complex 

problem of the tribal populations who have lived in the forests for far longer 

than those coming as colonisers, prisoners or settlers. 
8 

Jarwas are one of the last remaining tribal groups in this part of the world 

who have continued to live in the forest without being assimilated to any degree 

within the larger society. Today, Jarwas are confined to 765 square kilometres of 

Jarwa reserve forest in the South and Middle Andaman Islands. Since India's 

]arwas ntar Lakra-Lungta (Middle Andaman) waiting for contact party to land 

independence this area has been set aside for their protection and use, but within 

a boundary about which they are perhaps unaware. From their perspective, pres

sure since the earliest colonial times has increasingly restricted them to a con

fined area.9 As an ethnographer of Andamanese culture, I have often wondered 
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Map: Andaman Islands and Area Associations 
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placeless entity, where rules are broken, where emotions are mixed, and where 

roles and intentions are misunderstood. The boundaries create not only 

distinctions and divisions to confine meanings and m.ovements, but meaning is 

also engendered when the boundaries are broken out o£ This place perpetuates 

the location of the tribes in a placeless place -like the place between two mirrors 

which can be reflected to infinity - a place that is there without being really 

there. It is a site but not a real place on or in a landscape, a site that Foucault calls 

space of the "heterotopia type'' in which all the ''real sites that can be found 

within the culture are simultaneously represented, contested and inverted". 13 

Social scientists have approached borders and boundaries as demarcated 

areas that operate on the principle of exclusion, generating a discourse of power, 

politics and history in a given place and time. In this model, movement across 

boundaries is often restricted, limited or denied. The insistence is on 'within

ness' and 'outsideness'. The other view of boundary has been that it creates an 

overlap, fostering a feeling of 'between-ness' and 'transition across'. A unique 

place is created between A and B that has something of both A and Bin it but is 

generally separate and distinct. This is a conceptualised boundary14 that consti

tutes an ambiguous and liminal place and time. Often interpreted as a grey area 

where black and \\rhite blend, it generates a discourse of ritual and history in 

which subjects are transformed through transformative movement. 

In this ethnographic example, the Jarwas, settlers and administrators are all 

brought together by contact events, which suggests that boundaries are con

structed by the people in the landscape and reflect expansion, contraction and 

collapse- making the exchanged discourse of and on boundaries highly empow

ered, a matter of contested identity; making the landscape a created field of 

power where history, politics, social relations and cultural perceptions become 

issues of "high tension)). 15 

Boundaries do not have meaning in themselves but their imposition cre

ates meanings for the space on which they are demarcated .. Thomas, 16 in his 

analysis of European and Andamanese contact, conceives of the islands as a 

nonrepresentable "mirage)), as a "misrepresentation" because the boundaries con

stitute a "transcultural space, with destabilised and transient territorial spaces. In 

Thomas's conception, this "mirage'' is comprised of a series of transcultural events 

and meanings which are representative or counter representative and which refer 

to spaces that are "between cultures" in a 'lmomentary social vacuum''. 17 

In his comparison of Andamanese contact events with other ethnographic 

regions and accounts, 1 .. homas treats these contact events as things of the past. 18 

However, in the Middle and South Andamans, contact with 'hostile Jarwas' is 

nor just something of rhe past but something that continues in the present. 
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These ongoing contact events create not misrepresentation or misinterpretation 

but rather accumulated reinterpretation and representation of the contactor and 

the contacted, and question the very transcultural space enclosed in the 

boundaries. 

The Jarwa landscape- including space, history and discourse generated by 

contact events within and across boundaries - blends political concerns with 

ritual acts. Power and beliefs, authority and ideas blend in the unfolding of con

tact events at the boundaries. This blending at the boundaries through contact 

events has made the boundary synthetic, porous and permeable. The adminis

tration wants to impose notions of exclusion on a people who have a tendency to 

be inclusive. Consequently, the borders and boundaries become like a series of 

concave reflecting mirrors, distorting the identities, images and intentions of the 

people on a landscape that is given (natural) as a continuum bur segmented 

(cultural) as a territory. This makes the event of contact at the imposed bounda

ries a series of reflections involving the ones who contact and the ones who are 

contacted. The people are reflectors and are reflected in the discourse. Nor should 

landscape be considered inert, for people in the same landscape give quite differ

ent meanings to it, meanings that allow boundaries to make landscapes expres

sive of contradictory, fragmented ideas. 

Such a process is particularly important for tribal people at a placeless place 

that, over a period, is encompassed by a non-tribal place. It makes the placeless 

place also a place, allows meanings to transform the imaginary into actual memory, 

the historical into ritual, and the political into fictional, and permits many other 

combinations of the types of discourses that are made in a placeless place. 

Typical eastern side landscape, settlement within Tirur hill range 
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Let me give an example. Students at Tirur village school, close to the Jarwa 

reserve forest, pointed to the hills overlooking the area and said they knew Jarwas 

sometimes came out of the forest. In July 1991, they went on, Jarwas came out 

and killed an eight-year old boy who was playing on the fringe of the fields while 

his sister was minding cattle. On being asked what they thought Jarwas were, the 

schoolchildren narrated a story based on the image of the trained elephants that 

- because of lumber operations being adversely affected by the Second World 

War- were left behind by timber contractors, and over a period became wild in 

the forest: 

Jarwas are like the left-behind elephants in the forest. Jarwas came 
from some kingdom across the sea and got stranded in the forest 
here, and over a period they forgot all their civilisation and sociality 

and became wild. 

The Colonial Situation, Creating the Placeless Place 

When the British controlled the Andamans, they developed Port Blair into a seat 

of administration by using prisoners from mainland India to clear the forests, 

with Andamanese tribals being employed as guides. 19 This way of organising the 

work led to frequent attacks by Jarwas on people invading their territory. 
20 

As a 

retaliatory tactic, other Andamanese and Burmese forest workers and sepoys were 

ordered to undertake armed 'punitive expeditions' on the Jarwas.2 1 Vacant Jarwa 

camp-sites in the interior forests were invaded and ransacked. Sometimes they 

were set fire to. Reports suggest that face-to-face interaction led to fatalities on 

both sides, and to the capture of Jarvva women and children. 

However, most of the coastal area connected to the forests associated with 

the Jarwas, that is, the forests on the west side of the main island, was subject to 

a very different historical experience.22 From 1789 the coast was visited by Brit

ish colonial ships that, on sighting the Jarwas, would send boats ashore so that 

the islands could be explored. A description by C.H. Cornwallis dated 19 De

cember 1788 exemplifies the extent and nature of the contacts: 

8 

With respect to the best method of opening an intercourse with 

the people in the rude state in which they have hitherto been 

described to be, much may be collected from the attetnpts n1ade by 

modern navigators on discovery; and it would appear fro1n their 

regulations that it would be most advisable for you at first to refrain 

from landing (unless in the case of positive necessity) except at 

such places on the coast as you may judge from their appearance 

will successfully answer the objects of your survey ... and in an 
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attempt to offer them a social communication, which shall afford 
them the comforts and advantages of more civilised life, the dictates 
of humanity no less than of policy require that this should be effected 
as much as possible by conciliatory means, certainly without 
bloodshed. It is therefore recommended to you to endeavour by 
persuasion, presents and other allurements (but not by force or 
deceit) to prevail on some of the natives to come on board your 
vessels where kind and attentive treatment of them may remove 
the apprehensions of the inhabitants in general, and promote an 
easy intercourse, while at the same time a useful object may be 
gained in acquiring a knowledge of their manners and customs, 
and such words and expressions in their language as would facilitate 

the communication between us.23 

These attempts to make friendly contact with 'the natives' were generally 

unsuccessful, and were soon replaced by a pattern of gift-giving and receiving 

which involved mostly food and implements. Over a period, this led to the Jarwas 

being brought aboard the ships. 

In this process, the ship became a place representing a different site beyond 

the border created by the seashore.24 From the Jarwa perspective, it was a new 

place or space, made accessible by boats that took them across boundaries and 

into contact with a colonial universe that could be closely observed on the ship's 

deck.25 The deck of the ship was thus transformed into a (heterotopia' which 

simultaneously represented the two sites of culture created by the boundary set 

up between the bordering coastline, occupied by the 'unpredictable/unknown' 

Jarwas, and the ship, controlled by the hierarchical commanding colonial power. 26 

The Jarwas were brought on board by indigenous naval lascars of Indian 

and Burmese descent accompanied by Andamanese sharp shooters. On board 

the Jarwas could observe the clothed British naval officers with the same curios

ity as their nakedness was observed by the non-tribals. This interaction was re

portedly characterised by the outsiders trying not to laugh as they gave gifts to 

establish relations,_ while the Jarwas were childishly amused, running around 

chaotically. Often Jarwas were thrown overboard to swim back to the coast.27 

The coastline can be regard,ed as a border between forest and sea that, 

through the process of gift-leaving and -taking, was contested between the Jarwas 

and non-Jarwas. It was a place wher,e the two could encounter each other, but 

never coexist. Contact on or beyond the coastline, on the ship or on the hinter

land, characterised by the dichotomies of discipline and chaos, fear and humour, 

provides a paradigm of the reflected and deflected discourses in which each of 

the two parties made meaning for and from the other. 

Though movement across the space was possible, th,ere was the danger of 

the unknown for each party. On the one hand, the Jarwas would swim in large 

9 
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groups to the ships and try to climb the deck; on the other, sepoys would very 

apprehensively land on the coastline to locate Jarwa camps, often intending to 

ambush and capture some Jarwas to 'teach them lessons' for acts they may have 

done on the forest side of the boundary. Never did intentions, meanings and 

borders become clear. 

On the western side of the island, historical expeditions evolved into puni

tive expedjtions, while on the eastern side Jarwas continued their hostile attacks 

on the increasing number of outsiders. These two punitive sets of activities did 

not contribute to the acceptance of a border which would bind and confine 

differences. 

Contact Events on the Western Side 

Colonial accounts of the Jarwas vary, but show a tribal group that is difficult to 

define, describe or predict. In his 1795 observations M. Symes reports, 

Coconut ... is not to be found here; they (the Jarwas) are extremely 

fond of it; whenever a nut was left in their way by the settlers, it 
was immediately carried off with much apparent satisfaction. 

Captain Stokes, who constantly resided on the island, disappointed 

in his attempts to establish a social intercourse, endeavoured to 

alleviate their wants by sending, as often as circumstances would 
admit, small supplies of victuals to their huts, which were always 

abandoned on the approach of his people, but restored to again 
when they had withdrawn.28 

Another colonial account, by E. H. Man, gives a different picture of how 

the Jarwas presented themselves in contact events. 

10 

It has been remarked with regret by all interested in the race, that 

intercourse with the alien population has, generally speaking 

prejudicially affected their morals .... Though there are some grounds 

for the opinion hitherto held regarding their fearlessness, our more 

recent relations with them prove that the surprising courage and 

apparent utter recklessness of life which they manifested in their 

early encounters with us were due rather to their ignorance of, and 

disbelief in any foe more powerful than themselves, or with means 

of destruction more deadly than their own .... All is regarded as fair 

in war, and cunning and treachery are considered worthy of 

commendation; in short the high type of courage con1mon among 

most civilised, and a few savage nations appears to be totally lacking 

among the Andamanese; nevertheless, those who evince courage 

are much admired .... When appraised of the existence of danger, 

they usually evince extreme caution, and only venture upon an 

attack when well assured that by their superior numbers, they can 

put the enemy to flight, or will be able, by srratagen1, to surprise 
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and overpower him. At the same time certain traits which have 
been noticeable in their dealings with us would give colour to the 
belief that they are not altogether lacking in the sense of honour, 
and have some faint idea of the meaning of justice.29 

The fearsome and unpredictable nature of the Jarwas made the adminis

tration's contact parties sensitive to a boundary that they crossed only cautiously; 

and the hostility and difference symbolised by the boundary made it impossible 

for them to communicate with Jarwas. A gap was thus maintained between the 

contacted and contactors. The west coast became in effect a landscape that em

bodied a series of boundaries and meanings: forests, coastline, beach, sea negoti

ated with boat, sea negotiated with ship, all embodying the notion of limits and 

lines, across which there was continuous movement of contact and non-contact, 

friendliness and unfriendliness, moving in (non-tribal) and moving out Oarwa). 

These patterns of interaction have continued since colonial times, across 

boundaries where the meaning of contact is constituted by continuous efforts of 

non-tribals to 'move in' and Jarwas to 'move out'. In post-colonial times these 

boundaries have remained but have acquired an additional meaning, of a place 

where 'gifts' may be deposited and left for Jarwas. 

After independence, the Indian government continued its practice of sending 

ships, boats and gifts to the west coast to pacify the Jarwas and to make possible 

the delineation of Jarwa territory. This was regarded as continuing the policy of 

contact in the hope of instilling trust, friendship and understanding into the 

Jarwas. The belief was that, once the Jarwas were pacified, they could be brought 

into the 'mainstream of the society', as had happened with other Andamanese 

tribals who historically had been hostile and had resisted outsiders coming into 

the island, but had eventually joined the administration-managed ~daman 

Homes'.30 

Many analysts have claimed that groups like the Great Andamanese and 

Ongees have suffered demographic decline, even genocide, because of the push 

to make them join the mainstream of society via administration-managed setde

ments.31 In the case of the Jarwas, however, such claims are not at issue. For the 

Jarwas, rather, the problem of contact remains constant and unavoidable. 

Since the Tribal Act of 1956, which declared the Jarwa forest a protected 

area, armed guards have left gunny bags of gift items like coconuts, plantains, 

puffed rice, utensils and scrap metal on the west coast beaches and from the safe 

distance of their ships have observed Jarwas coming onto the shore and collect

ing the bags. The border between the two worlds has in some ways been main

tained, but rather as a demarcation of space in which representation of the two 

signified worlds, that of the tribal and the non-tribal, is never simultaneously 
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present in the same place. In a way it has been the outsiders' acknowledgement 

of a boundary they have created for themselves. What has been created is the 

concept of a landscape without demarcation for the interaction of the two par

ties. The landscape is a place that belongs to nobody, a place that is placeless -

where gifts can be left for recipients who are normally invisible. 

It was only in 1970 that Jarwas appeared on the beach and, without any 

blatant hostility, allowed a government contact parry to land. The traditional 

pattern of power started by the British had never before involved the Jarwas 

allowing outsiders to land among them, but twenty-odd years of dropping gifts 

eventually led to a very different perception of the outsiders on the beach of the 

J arwa landscape. 

}arzuas and contact pari)' nzernbers on the zuestern coast ofJVorth An darn an 

While aspects of the contact event remained the same as they were in colo

nial days (government ships anchored off the coast and sent sn1a1l boats ashore 

with contact parties, armed guards and gifts), these gifts, for the flrst time, were 

not just dropped but were given hand to hand. As the contact events evolved, the 

Jarwas were allowed to choose from the boat \vhatever iterns they \Van ted. Inno-

vations in the culture of contact events followed the growing demand to pacify 

the Jarwas as the numbers of settlers on the island kept increasing steadily. 

Nowadays friend1y contacts are organised by the governtnenr-adn1inisrered 

agency for tribal wel£·ue, Andaman Adim Jan Jati Vikas Samiti. Around every 

full moon, depending on weather conditions, the agency organises a team of 

people ~rho go by boat to the \Vestern coast of the Middle Andan1ans via 

Kadan1ralla. This pre-appointed contact tean1 includes adn1inisrrarors, a doctor, 

12 
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an officer from the statistics department, an anthropologist from the local an

thropology survey office and a government photographer. 

As the ship reaches the coastline, it starts sounding its horn and the people 

on board look out for Jarwas moving out from the thickets of the forest. When 

they sight the Jarwas the ship is brought to a halt. Small motor boats are loaded 

with gifts, and members of the contact party go in to the sandy coastline, about 

two kilometres off from the ship. In another smaller boat, members of the Bush 

Police remain on alert. They are not allowed to land on the beach but watch for 

trouble. 

The boat loaded with gifts of strips of red cloth, coconuts and bananas 

approaches the beach. Carrying their woven baskets, waiting Jarwas move to

wards the boat and start climbing over it, scrambling for the gifts brought by the 

contact party. The Jarwas try first to pick selectively, and then pick whatever they 

can to fill their baskets. Often several members of the same family join in the 

scramble, taking away loaded baskets, depositing the contents in a fixed place on 

the beach, and coming back to collect the next load. On average, about 20 peo

ple are contacted at any given spot, but there have been occasions when only 

women and children are contacted, or when a large group of fifty or sixty is 

encountered. 

Often the Jarwas arrive after the contact party has landed. They have learned 

the relation of power between the ship and the boat and, as a result, seek to visit 

the ship for more gifts and have started to expect the contact team on the boat to 

unload gifts for them, in a way reminiscent of the boat's relationship to the ship 

in colonial days. Amid the commotion, as they run between the boat and the 

]arwas scrambling to unload gift items, commotion created by the arrival 
of the contact part 

13 
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place where the gifts are deposited, the Jarwas sing in a repetitive chant-like tone. 

No Jarwa ever tries to take from the pile of another family. As all the gift items 

are unloaded and distributed, the contact party disembarks and moves among 

the Jarwas congregated on the beach. 

When they first catch sight of a ship on the horizon, the Jarwas light a 

small fire on the beach in anticipation of the contact party's arrival. After they 

have received the gifts, they roast plantain in the fire and eat it with some coco

nuts while the contact party is present. Sometimes the food is shared between 

the contacted and the contactors. Once eating starts, the contact party begins its 

observations. The nature of these observations will depend on individual inter

ests and orientation and can encompass estimating the number ofJarwas present, 

and noting any visible sickness or injury and any need for medical attention. 

Jarwas are photographed, taped and filmed. 

Contact also involves the Jarwas' observation of the contact party. The 

contact parties' skin, their variation in body size and shape, and their clothes are 

very carefully scrutinised. Sometimes sounds are repeated between the contac

tors and the contacted to ascertain meaning and understanding.32 Sometimes, 

as this process goes on, some Jarwas start slowly picking up their loads of gifts 

and moving into the forest toward their camp sites. On other occasions, the 

contact party will wander in with the Jarwas and will be privileged to see where 

they live. Generally, the contact event is brought to an end within three to four 

hours, and the visitors wave goodbye to the Jarwas and get back to the ship. 

Over a period, the Jarwas have learned that tape recorders and video cam

eras have supplanted the cameras the contact party used to use. The Jarwas have 

heard the tapes played back to them, and they have seen how the world looks 

through the viewfinder of a camera. 

These fleeting opportunities for observation have confirmed what was as

certained about the Jarwas by early British expeditions to the islands. However, 

information gathered and imparted in a short span of time during contact that 

takes place only three to five times in a year is incomplete. Nothing definite is 

known for sure. In fact, there is no fixed systematic record maintained of the 

people contacted, and even the number of Jarnras living in the region is only 

estimated. It is not even known if the Jarwas call themselves Jarwas or not. 

The event asserts the power relations between 'us', the outsiders who have 

come and accon1plished the directed friendly contact with those known as the 

Jarwas, and the Jarwas thetnselves. The Jarwas understand the power relations 

embodied in the contact party, just as they understand and have understood in 

the past the relationship between themselves, the ship anchored in rhe harbour 

and the people who arrive on shore by boat. For the Jarwas, those who come to 

14 
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the beach bring things to give, and the power is in the 'gifts' being given and 

taken. 

Those who join the contact party are subject to command and authority. 

Some join because they have been told to go, and some seek to go. For some it is 

a fun trip among the 'natural savage' where there is a sense of romance, uncer

tainty and, above all, exoticness. Without a doubt, Jarwas have noted that the 

number in the contact party and the quantity of gifts given increase when an 

important state guest is on the ship. Such guests sometimes supervise the opera

eRD coming iBto altere on the boa! fOr actual contact. Shirtless 

on the boat listen to the aurhority (shirted) figure on the beach, 

aad aow the Jarwas themselves command shirtless contact team members to 

unload the gift items fOr them. 

Often clothes are den,anded and tom apart by the Jarwas. We have yet to 

ask the Jarwas why they tear apart the clothes. Often the Jarwas re1nove some of 

the shell and leaf ornaments - the only items they wear - and give them to the 

contaa party; it then may follow that members of the contact party should give 

away what is on their bodies. I .ocal anthropologists stationed at the Port Blair 

oftice of the Anthropological Survey of India explained the situation as follows: 

Contact with Jarwas is what we call Participant Observation -
becoming one with the native. If we visit the naked Jarwas then we 
should be without clothes as much as possible. The a tion 
has therefore given instruaions that contaa party should land with 
minimum clothes on- but all this is forgotten when we have some 
high ranking official in the contaa exp«<ition since who is going 
to tell them to please have only undergar1nents on! 

Individuals who have been involved over a period with Jarwa contaa do 

not agree about the objective of contaa events. Some feel that events 

iostll a feeling of ~utual aust and motivate the Jarwas to join the mains~m of 

society. Others feel that is really accomplished or lcamcd by any of the 

group involved in the 'drama'. 

The aow-a polic:y of discolli1J&ing me practice of bringing 

Jar was aa a...l &hip aad to ICtdawot~ on che ialaocM, u 

ia tile pilL l'W8 . lias evol¥ed. from inddea11J RICh as 

chat at .U e.ai ef 971 jarwa w.. to Pore B1tai& 
. ...,.., 
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ary and the meanings attached to it do not necessarily work. Such incidents lead 

to questions about contact, friendliness, mutual respect and how the Jarwas ac

tually perceive otherness, inclusiveness, boundaries and power. Evidence sug

gests they understand the relations of power but not the boundaries that, from 

the authorities' point of view, limit them.33 

Interesting parallels emerge between the 1861 account of J .C. Haughton 

and contemporary times. Outlining his administrative predicament when at

tempting to maintain a non-hostile and orderly relationship with Jarwas, 

Haughton describes how he started 'capturing' natives in coastal areas and bring

ing them to Port Blair or even to Rangoon to 'learn' about them and 'teach' them 

about the outside world.34 There seems to be a logical continuity between giving 

(by the observer) and taking gift items (by the observed), and teaching and learn

ing. In fact, the beach becomes a boundary where the visitors and Jarwas act out 

a drama that symbolises the power relations between them; the role of the Jarwas 

is to receive things from people who are apprehensive about them but who also 

want them to be 'friendly' and to 'learn' about the outside world. 

Some veteran members of contact parties remember that in earlier days of 

contact the Jarwas were like mischievous young boys who would not hesitate to 

take things from contact party members and hide them away. They would often 

deliberately fart right in front of contact team members, and be thrilled to see 

team members running away holding their noses. Women would squirt breast 

milk on the ship,s crew or urinate- all very reminiscent of the British colonial 

situation when order, chaos, humour and disgust blended together. ~On being 

pushed away, Jarwas would get extremely physical till they were lowered into 

boats and taken back to the coastline. More recently, individual Jarwas have 

been observed asserting that they want more gifts or asking why they did not get 

a specific item such as piece of metal cutting blade or a nail. On not getting it 

they hold the individual member of the contact party whom they feel is respon

sible very firmly) apparently to express their anger and resentment. There have 

been incidents when Jarwas get into fights and fellovv Jarwas- particularly women 

- have had to intervene and calm things down. 

Most of the contact team, being male, have on occasion behaved badly and 

tried to take photographs of naked Jarwa women. When non-Jarwa women have 

accompanied contact parties, Janva men and won1en have been extremely curi

ous about them and on occasions physical scuffles have led to won1en in the 

contact team feeling as if they were being attacked. The idea of other women 

(the Jarwa \\'Omen) being different from the 'contact' women creates yet another 

division between the visiting group and the Jarwas. A further boundary is set up 

that n1akes it possible for others to undertake all sorts of exan1inations of the 
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Jarwas (medical, physical, anthropological). It does not, however, make permis

sible reciprocal examination by the Jarwas of the others. 

Now, a strict code of conduct has been established for contact parties. No 

individual is allowed to undertake any action that could put the whole team at 

risk or could jeopardise the relationship established with the Jarwas. No attempt 

is made to bringJarwas on board ship or to rake them on a trip to show them the 

world of the contact party. Gifts are no longer unloaded by the contact team and 

left on the beach for the Jarwas to redistribute later among themselves. It is 

imperative that the contact party ensures that the Jarwas not only get the gift 

items but also see who brings them. The Jarwas are allowed to rake the gift items 

on their own. 

Contact party approaching western coastal area 

Contact on the Eastern Side 

The situation on the eastern side of the forest (as opposed to the west coast) is 

different. The eastern side, which has most of the villages, farming fields and 

forest, has historically been subjected to much commercial pressure. Yet it reflects 

what has happened historically on the forested western side, where a series of 

borders creates distortions and refractions in the placeless place created between 

the observed Jarwas and the observing authority, both colonial and post-colonial 

-between authority and the authority-less. 

Since the completion of the Andaman trunk road ( 1988) it has been pos

sible for people and commercial traffic to travel by road up to Mayabunder in 

North Andaman. After a bus enters the Ferargunj district immediately north of 

the Port Blair region, it stops at Jhirkatang Number Two Checkpost. This is a 

compulsory stop but usually nobody gets off. Instead, an armed escort from the 
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Bush Police under Andaman Nicobar Police Force authority is assigned to travel 

with the bus. In some buses, the glass windows in the front are reinforced with 
• • 

wtre netting. 

The driver shows his permit and enters the required information in a log 

book and, after checking that all the windows are shut, ensures the guard gets a 

front seat and is comfortably installed. The guard gives an all-clear sign, and the 

bus moves slowly forward and waits for a barrier to rise. A sign states that one is 

entering the Jarwa reserve forest. 1wenry-three kilometres of the Andaman trunk 

road passes through Jarwa territory. Drivers of vehicles are expected to refrain 

from sounding their horns loudly. This is to ensure the Jarwas can continue 

hunting in the forest without the sound of horns disturbing their tracking. 

Buses never travel at night or without a Bush Police escort. Such an escort, 

provided in the belief that the noise of gun fire \\'ill scare Jarwas away, is on hand 

should they attack the bus or try to stop it. In the past there have been incidents 

when Jarwas have tried to stop the bus and other vehicles by shooting arrows at 

the windscreen. When the road was being constructed, the construction workers 

were often targeted by the Jarwas. Despite various committees' and commis

sions' ideas about how the road may or may not affect Jarwas, the road is still in 

use today. 35 At the road's points of entry and exit, non-tribal settlement has 

been increasing, and it has attracted visitors to local markets, fairs and temples. 

The road, the growing settlements and the increasing presence of outsiders 

on the eastern side have had their own impact on the Jarwa and non-Jarwa situ

ation. The settlers see the Jarwas' reserve forest as yet another area to be ex

ploited, and there is frequent illegal poaching and extraction of resources from 

it. Small settler communities have local heroes and legends about how they have 

dealt with Jarwas in the forest- how such heroes have killed Jarwas while hunt

ing wild pigs; how they have made friends ¥.'ith Jarwas, as they clain1 to have 

done on the west coast; how they have succeeded in avoiding being killed by 

fierce Jarwas while collecting materials from the forest. 

Some incidents are true, and the injuries and reported deaths of settlers by 

arrows and the mutilation of their bodies is proof that outsiders do go into out

of-bound areas.36 Records between 1946 and 1988 report an average of at least 

seven (Jarwa hostilities' a year, during which an average of about four individuals 

died.37 Between 1983 and 1988, 15 non-Jarwas were killed in 28 incidents, 

eight of them in Jarwa territory. 

Most reported deaths seem to have occurred when non-Jarwas entered Jar\va 

territory. From November 1993 to January 1994, eleven individuals were re

ported to have been killed by Jarwas within Jarwa territory. The local police had 

to recover the bodies in various stages of decomposition and with signs of mu-
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tilation, particularly of the groin area. Deposits of human faeces were also evi

dent at the sites. During the same period the local newspaper, The Daily Tel

egram,38 reponed that the bodies of five missing Wandoor fisherman were recov

ered at Foul Bay, their jaws broken and their bodies pierced by arrows. In his 

repon, the district police officer explained the practice of subjecting dead bodies 

to extreme mutilation as a Jarwa way of ensuring that "souls would not roam 

about in the form of demons but instead would find their heavenly abode". 

The Jarwas' hostile acts are not confined to outsiders entering the forest, 

but also cross boundaries and involve attacla on settlements and Bush Police 

camps, often on nights when there is a full moon. The Jarwas are reported to go 

through small settlements, carrying away clothes hanging outside and metal uten

sils and tools, consuming fruit from planted fruit trees, and destroying fences 

and thatching. On occasion, they kill dogs and livestock with their arrows. Dur

ing these incidents, few deaths occur. Sometimes, settlers have been awakened 

and, in the darkness, have chased Jarwas away or have been shot at by Jarwas. 

The Bush Police posts and police patrols, which are intended to keep the 

two worlds separate, are often the prime exploiters of the Jarwa forest. Like the 

sepoys and contactors in the boat, the gun-carrying Bush Police cross boundaries 

and are sometimes therefore the targets ofJarwa ambush. Over the last 10 years, 

Bush Police camps erected within the vicinity of the Jarwa reserve have become 

warning posts. Originally set up to protect the Jarwa, Bush Police are seen today 

as a force to protect the settlers, firing their guns in the air to scare Jarwas away 

from settler areas. For example, on 20 October 1991 Jarwas attacked the Bush 

Police camp at Jhirkatang and one policeman was killed. In retaliation and in 

defence, the police claimed to have fired 300 rounds in the air, in accordance 

with the regulations. According to local people, however, the policeman killed 

had been poaching pigs in Jarwa territory. (The authorities were concerned about 

the intensity and amount of firing and the possibility of Jarwas being hun or 

killed, and gave orders that thencefonh the Bush Police should be issued only 

with blanks. But this order was revoked in 1992, when Jarwas carried out an 

early morning attack on a Bush Police camp near 1irur.) 

To a degee, the settlers around the Jarwa reserve forest are now used to 

Jarwa raids. They repon them when they happen, and claim compensation. What 

they fear most is the fact that, on occasion, the Jarwas kill people with their 

arrows. Those who are targeted are popularly believed to be those the Jarwas 

have spotted in the forest trying to hunt or extract forest products- illegal activi

ties, as settlers are not allowed to enter the reserve forest. 

This popular notion is questionable, since it implies that the Jarwas are on 

the lookout for culprits. In point of fact the Jarwas are not aware of the bounda-
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ries that have been imposed between non-Jarwas and Jarwas. Yet it cannot be 

denied that Jarwas resent outsiders exploiting their forest, and it is mostly out

sider settlements near the forest that they raid. 

There are no filed papers of Jarwas reporting damage or loss of life among 

themselves, and there are no records of settlers hurting or killing Jarwas while 

illegally entering the Jarwa forest. The settlers tell stories about killing or wound

ing '\vild natives'' in the forest, but Jarwas have never left behind an injured 

person or a dead body as evidence of this.39 

Implications of the Two Types of Contact 

The Jarwas' habit of raiding settlement areas for fruit and metal scraps corresponds 

to their habit of taking gifts from contact parties on the western side.40 The 

distinction between giving things to Jarwas and things being taken by Jarwas is 

made by the authorities in relation to the two different events. But from the 

Jarwa perspective, if you can take on the western borders, why can you not do 

the same on the eastern borders? In any case, the Jarwas do not perceive borders 

and boundaries, but rather a continuous landscape in which the power relations 

and meanings that let them 'rake' on one side (the west) apply equally to other 

side (the east). 41 

In a way, the eastern side and western side are reflections of the interactions 

between Jarwas and non-Jarwas. The western side is the place where the admin

istration enters with 'gifts' for the Jarwas to take, but on the eastern side the 

Jarwas cross the administration-created boundaries to 'rake' what they can. Events 

on both sides of the island involve Jarwas taking things, and the boundaries 

created by the administrative power are incomprehensible to them. Consequently 

actions and transactions undertaken by Jarwas across the boundaries are miscon

strued by non-Jarwas. Since the boundaries are politically, historically and cul

turally constructed, and continuously reconstructed, the meaning of Jarwa acts 

has become a complex muddle which needs to be translated. The Jarwas on the 

western side are friendly and take gifts given to promote 'friendliness', yet be

come hostile and carry out raids on the eastern side. 

Conversely, since Jarwas on the western border are recipients of 'gifts', set

tlers regard taking things out of the Jarwa forest via the eastern border as justifi

able.42 Settlers see the government giving things to the Jarwas as a means to 

instil discipline and law within the particular space created by the imposition of 

a boundary. To construct the meaning and the boundary, the outsider with power 

(such as the contact party) moves into the Jarwa forest. Yet those with authority 

and power who cross the Jarwa boundary resent the Jarwas moving out to ob

serve and collect from the settlers' world. This world is created by the imposition 
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of a boundary, and the Jarwas make contact across it that is complementary to 

the outsider. But while such contact creates meaning for the outsider, it creates 

no such meaning for the Jarwas. 

For the Jarwas contact events are constituted by acts of taking. From the 

their perspective, taking the things brought to them as gifts by outsiders who 

enter the western side of their territory and taking things from the settlers' terri

tory on the eastern side are not differentiated as separate events, acts and mean

ings. They do not differentiate between being given to and taking.43 From the 

non-Jarwa perspective, contact as an event has two different meanings. On the 

western side, contact and giving and taking are regarded as friendly; on the east

em side, contact and taking are hostile. For the Jarwas, events of contact, whether 

on the western or the eastern side, have only one meaning, getting things, and 

this has remained constant over time. For non-Jarwas, contact has more than 

one meaning depending on the spatial context, denoted by how things are taken 

in different places. 

There is no reason to think the Jarwas see themselves as either friendly or 

hostile. After all, hostility and friendliness involve more than one individual or 

one party and are mutually understood. Perhaps the Jarwas should be left alone, 

with laws stricdy enforced that would limit intrusions into their reserve forests. 

But would such restrictions include the use of the road through the forest? If not, 

how could its use be controlled? In any case, how can we ensure that what the 

Jarwas now see as a hostile act can be seen by them instead as a type of contact 

that, from their perspective, is desirable or even inevitable? 

Some groups of people on the island debate whether the Jarwas should be 

treated as people with special boundaries, or whether they should be brought out 

and made to join the island's democratic and progressive main stream. Friendli

ness, hostility, observers, authority, contactors, colonial and post-colonial ad

ministrators have all imposed a series of boundaries to keep the world of tribe 

and non-tribe classified and separated. But those who are classified, separated 

and signified by imposed boundaries move across them, making them meaning

less. Perhaps the Jarwas will eventually become placeless like the Great 

Andamanese" and the Ongces45 who have been resettled in a place the authori

ties have created for them. 

Concl111ioa 

aibals have been portrayed since the late 18th century as isolated 

and primitive, even though the Andaman Islands are in one of the busiest sea 

lanes in the Bay ofBcnp1.46 Similarly, the Andamanesc Jarwas are ponrayed as 

'&iendly' or 'holtile' depending OD the natwe of the contact that defines them, 
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and of the outsider's perception of their passage across or existence within imposed 

boundaries. 

Jarwas have always been connected to an outside world by sporadic intru-

sions and attempts to establish settlements.47 These moments have been con

tested and marked by violence.48 As meanings have been variously assigned to 

the Jarwas, they too have been constructing the meaning of the other49 and their 

'anthropological knowledge' of the outsider. 'Friendly contact' over almost 200 

years is encapsulated in non-verbal communication reinforced by gifts of food, 

iron, bits of glass, mirrors, nails, knives, etc., and by the 'exchange' of gifts. 5° No 

new acts have been added to the events of contact and no new meanings of 

contact with the Jarwas have been deciphered. In the continued practice of con

tact events, the relationship between various contact experiences and subtle per

ceptual transformations has been ignored. 

While the meaning of contact on the western side of the island has re

mained largely unchanged, however, contact regarded as 'hostile' on the eastern 

side of the forest has been given new meanings. The contact situations, contin

ued over a period of rime, tell us something about non-verbal communication 

between groups of people with different constellations of customs, manners and 

language. Contact events have not brought Jarwas and non-Jarwas together in a 

shared discourse; rather, they have created different misunderstandings, at least 

from outsiders' perspectives. For the Jarwas it is neither the variation in contact 

events nor outsiders' distinct divisions of space and boundaries that creates the 

meaning of contact. For them, since space or landscape is not divided by bounda

ries but is "unbounded, ,51 acts such as 'taking things' and 'going away' have 

remained constant, whereas for outsiders they appear unpredictable and mean

ingless. For the outsiders it seems logical that meanings of acts as well as contacts 

should remain specific to areas bound in and separated by boundaries. 

History and the pattern of contacts are moments of evidence that bring 

about the existence of a peculiar space, the border between cultures. 52 In other 

words., time creates space. However, this space is not just geographic. In the case 

considered in this study, the space that was once con rested between rhe East 

India Company and the Andamanese is now contested between the Indian ad

ministration and the Jarwas. The space created by the sequence of contact events 

through titne is, in a way, 'translated space', a means of organising communica

tion between two cultures by juxtaposing displaced cultural elements, such as 

material artefacts and people, and a backdrop that includes ships, beaches and 

settlements. 
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